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ABSTRACT 
 
Malignant Melanoma is the most deadly form of skin cancer and one of the most quickly expanding cancers in 
the world. Some of melanocytic nevi have a higher risk of developing malignant melanoma. Early diagnosis of 
melanoma is critical due to increasing survival rates, decreasing surgical removal and following disfigurement, 
and reducing the overall care costs. Although the golden standard is histopathologic examination of the excised 
suspicious lesion, there are a number of tools which allow a more detailed examination of the skin lesion. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) with its subfields (deep learning and machine learning) and imaging tech-
nologies have been incorporated in science and medicine. In dermatology, the rising incidence of melanoma, 
the benefits of early diagnosis, and the limited access to dermatologic services in some countries, have conduced  
developing of image-based, automated diagnostic systems and the usage of either clinical or dermoscopic im-
ages. 

This article tries to overlook the studies in this field and give a general view of it. 
 

Introduction 
 
Malignant Melanoma is the most deadly form of skin cancer and one of the most quickly expanding cancers in 
the world.It often spreads to nearby lymph nodes, lungs, and brain. A melanocytic nevus (a nevocytic nevus or 
a mole) is a lesion containing nevus cells (a type of pigment cells called melanocytes) and some of them have 
a higher risk of developing malignant melanoma.There are various types of melanoma skin cancer such as 
nodular melanoma, superficial spreading melanoma, acral lentiginous, and lentigo maligna.  
 

 
Figure 1. 4 types of Melanoma 
 

Early diagnosis of melanoma is critical. Survival rates decrease extremely with increasing thickness. 
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For a suspicious pigmented skin lesion, there are several steps before a definitive diagnosis of melanoma: self-
evaluation, evaluation by a primary care physician, assessment by a specialist, and excision and assessment by 
histopathology. 

The detection of the disease starts with the visual examination of skin lesion by dermatologists  but 
the golden standard is histopathologic examination of the excised suspicious lesion. 
 

 
Figure 2. Biopsy of suspicious lesion. Excisional biopsy with 2 mm margins is the optimal method of biopsy 
for suspicious pigmented lesions. 
 

"Two-Step Procedure” is the most common method for the diagnosis consists of 2 steps: 
- Recognition of melanocytic lesion 
- Calculation the degree of malignancy(staging) 
 

 
Figure 3. Stages of Melanoma. There are some factors describing the cancer: tumor thickness, ulceration, the 
spread to nearby lymph nodes, and metastasis to distant sites. As a rule, the lower the number, the less the 
cancer has spread.  
 

There are a number of tools which allow a more detailed examination of the skin lesion, compared to 
examination by the naked eye alone. 

Dermoscopy , the most widely employed technology, is a noninvasive technique which can enlarge 
skin images by nearly 10 times. It allows clinicians to visualize the epidermis, the boundary between the epi-
dermis and dermis, and the upper layer of the dermis through the stratum corneum accurately. It works based 
on applying a light source and a transparent plate or mineral oil, alcohol, or water applied on a lesion.  

Multicomponent pattern, irregular dots/globules, atypical pigment network, irregular streaks, irregular 
pigmentation, regression structures, and blue whitish veil are dermoscopic features describing melanoma.  

Nevertheless, requiring much experience and time, being prone to error and subjective decisions are 
its drawbacks.  

Spectroscopy, including fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy, is a technique which obtains infor-
mation of cell characteristics by measuring electromagnetic waves passing through skin lesions.  
Raman spectroscopy is on the basis of Raman effect caused by molecular vibrations according to the structure 
of the molecules. Raman spectrum is the presentation of the frequency shifts of scattered light from a sample 
irradiated with laser light. It is complex and its interpretation is subjective and time consuming. 
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Reflectance Confocal Microscopy (RCM) is non-invasive axial optical sectioning that shows micro-
scopic features of normal skin. It is applied thoroughly for imaging benign and malignant lesions in vivo. RCM 
can access the epidermis and superficial dermis layers below the surface of the skin where melanomas arises. 
It can play the role of intermediary between visual inspection and biopsy. 

Total Body Photography (TBP) is the imaging of different parts of the body. In 3D TBP, a matrix of 
cameras take photos at once covering the body from all angles. These can help clinicians to monitor nevi for 
change and marker of malignant transformation especially in patients with many nevi or a personal or family 
history of melanoma. But in 2D TBP, a series of anatomic postures by a single camera is captured. In both of 
them some areas such as at the soles of the feet, scalp, genitals, and other folds of the body can be missed. 

Removal of every pigmented lesion especially in the case of multiple skin lesions or lesions localized 
in cosmetically important parts of the body such as the face has the risk of scarring. 

Early detection is important for reducing: 
-the size and extent of surgical removal which causes less disfigurement 
-side effects of systemic therapies  
-the overall care costs  

Dermatologists are the best specialists to provide early detection, but the time of access to their services 
plays major role in early detection. Therefore, in some countries, the use of e-Health and tele-dermatology has 
increased because of lack of dermatologists over the last 10 years. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a field of computer science which makes a computer system mimic hu-
man intelligence. Machine Learning (ML), as a subfield of AI, enables a computer system to make predictions 
or some decisions using historical data.  Using these technologies, computers can be trained to accomplish 
specific tasks by processing large amounts of data and recognizing patterns in the data. 
According to the data and the application, the algorithms used can be supervised (the algorithm is trained on 
human-labeled data) or unsupervised (the algorithm is trained on unlabeled data and will search for patterns by 
itself). 

Deep learning, as a highly specialized artificial neural network subtype of ML, is significantly inspired 
by the way the human brain works. Convolutional layers and the overall architectural structure of deep learning 
systems make it notable classifiers of disease and feature extractors. 

Artificial Intelligence and imaging technologies have been incorporated in science and medicine. CAD 
systems and their components, dedicated to skin lesion detection, were introduced at the beginning of 1990.A 
CAD system is an automatic tool used to support dermatologists in their diagnoses.Using artificial intelligence 
in the design of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has dramatically improved. 

In dermatology, the rising incidence of melanoma, the benefits of early diagnosis, and the limited 
access to dermatologic services in some countries have conduced  developing of image-based, automated diag-
nostic systems and the usage of either clinical or dermoscopic images.  

A similar level of accuracy of melanoma detection by the algorithm and specialists was shown in 
study. Definitely, successful CAD would most probably enhance and support dermatologists rather than replace 
them. 

Success of the AI application in “real life” clinical setting is associated with the consent of the physi-
cian and the patient. Most participants showed a positive attitude toward the use of artificial intelligence as an 
assistance system in melanoma diagnostics. Although their concerns and questions (biases, safety, privacy and 
ethics) should be addressed suitably. 

Deep learning and machine learning are both subfields of artificial intelligence which learn from data 
without being explicitly programmed. These framework achieve a specific task or answer a specific question 
using proper algorithms and valid data. AI and its subtypes, in contrast to traditional computer programming, 
make more robust predictive programs and reproduce the decision of the dermatologist based on images. 
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3-1-Design of a computer-aided diagnosis system consists of several main stages: data (including im-
agining and non-visual data) acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and selection, classi-
fication, and evaluation. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Sequential steps of Automated Image Analysis System 

There are several sources of images for the systems: 
- HAM10000 is the latest publicly available skin lesions dataset, containing 10,015 dermoscopic im-

ages in all important diagnostic categories in the realm of pigmented lesions.  
- PH²  Contains 200 dermoscopic images which were acquired using a Tuebinger-Mole-Analyzer sys-

tem at the Dermatology Center of Pedro Hispano Hospital, Portugal. It was divided into 80 images of common 
nevi, 80 images of atypical nevi, and 40 images of melanoma skin cancers which were visually inspected and 
manually annotated by an expert dermatologist according to dermoscopic criteria of streaks, colors, regression 
areas, pigment network, and blue-whitish veil globules. 

- ISIC Archive  The ISIC archive, a collection of various skin lesions datasets, was originally released 
by the International Skin Imaging Collaboration at the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) 
Challenge 2016 (ISIC2016). The ISIC2016 archive consists of two subsets: training (900 images ) and testing 
(379 images). Its images include two classes: malignant melanomas (30.3%) and benign nevi (69.7%).  
In the ISIC2017 dataset, a category of Seborrheic-keratoses (SK) images was added. The dataset contains 2000 
training images including 150 validation images and 600 images for testing.  
The ISIC2019 dataset contains 25,331 images of eight different categories of skin lesions such as melanoma, 
melanocytic-nevus, BCC, AK, benign keratosis, dermatofibroma, vascular lesion, and SCC.  It also includes 
metadata for images such as sex, age, and area of the patient. 

- Atlas Derm The Atlas of Dermoscopy dataset is a combination of a book and images on CD-ROM 
with various cases of skin lesions and corresponding dermoscopic images for every case. It was provided by 
two university hospitals (University of Naples, Italy; and University of Graz, Austria). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Sources of images used in CAD systems. 
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Preprocessing is an essential part of the system because dermoscopic images contain artifacts which 
make the next stages impossible. There are several techniques for enhancing images and reducing the amount 
of artifacts and noise. Black frame removal, smoothing of the air bubbles, black hair removal, inpainting, noise 
removal, contrast enhancement, filtering, and resizing are  preprocessing techniques used for removing or even 
reducing the unrelated and surplus parts in the dermoscopic images. 

Segmentation of the lesion from the background skin - the fundamental and outstanding step to analyze 
images - identifies the location of the lesion border and makes the lesion’s shape and color identifiable and 
comparable with the color of the surrounding skin. 
There are several factors making segmentation extremely difficult for dermoscopic images : low contrast be-
tween the healthy skin and moles, irregular borders, misleading factors such as hair, markers, bad frames, size, 
blood vessels, and air bubbles. 

Some segmentation techniques such as region-based segmentation, watershed segmentation, level set 
segmentation, texture-based segmentation, histogram thresholding-based segmentation, clustering-based seg-
mentation, edge-based segmentation, morphological segmentation, model-based segmentation, soft computing 
segmentation, and active contour segmentation are used. 

Feature extraction - the crucial and important step after segmentation - is about deriving information 
from the original features set. It detects and localizes an image to decrease redundant data and improves the 
relevant information. 

The segmented image is usually used as the input to feature extraction. Hand-crafted or automatically 
extracted features can be used for melanoma detection according to the segmentation results. 

ACDs based on AI use a series of lesion characteristics learned from analyzing thousands of other 
images for comparing and assessing the likelihood of melanoma.  

Due to commonly accepted protocols for skin cancer detection, ABCD Rule, 7-point Checklist, Pattern 
Analysis, Menzies Method, Revised Pattern Analysis, 3-point Checklist, 4-point Checklist, and CASH Algo-
rithm, most of CAD systems use machine learning to create a model using different mathematical equations 
based on observed features. Intensity, geometrical, morphological, fractal dimension based, and texture features 
are utilized for the analysis of medical images. 

Concerning melanoma, there are different quantitative metrics which are high for melanoma and low 
for other lesions such as irregularity and asymmetry, aspect ratio and maximum diameter, border, brightness, 
colors(blue , blue-black color), organization of pigmented network pattern(reticular pattern), blue-white veil, 
streaks, globules, dots,  and structural components present in the lesion(blotches or regression structures).  

Feature selection is about selecting a subset of features out of the original features. It reduces model 
complexity, increases prediction accuracy and enhances the computational efficiency by rejecting redundant, 
unimportant, or noisy features. 
 

 
Figure 6. Techniques and lesion characteristics used for feature selection 
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Classification is the process of predicting the class of given data points. Many algorithms are used to 

calculate a set of values derived by previous steps. This process describes the lesion by a number of character-
istics according to the aim of plan. 

Classic deep learning techniques for skin cancer detection : 
- Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a nonlinear and statistical prediction method including three 

layers of neurons: input layer, second/intermediate or hidden layer, and the third layer of output neurons. The 
number of hidden layers in an ANN depends on the number of input images. the complex associations/relation-
ships between input and output layers are learned at each layer using back-propagation. According to using a 
supervised or unsupervised learning mechanism, The dataset can be labeled or unlabeled. After training/classi-
fication of the training set, input images are classified as melanoma or non-melanoma. 

- Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is an essential type of deep neural network, which consists 
of several convolutional layers (involving linear and nonlinear operators), is used for classifying images, as-
sembling a group of input images, and performing image recognition tasks. It learns by collecting more straight 
features to afford complex features. Convolution layers, pooling layers, and full-connected layers are major 
types of layers making CNN. 

- Kohonen Self-organizing Neural Networks (KNN) is a very famous type of deep neural network. It 
is trained on the basis of unsupervised learning and consists of two layers: input layer and competitive layer. It 
can be used for data clustering without knowing the relationships between input data members. It preserves the 
topological structure of the input data space during mapping dimensionality from high to low. 

- Generative Adversarial Neural Networks (GAN) is a powerful class of DNN that is composed of 2 
neural networks such as a generator and a discriminator which compete with each other to analyze and capture 
the variance in a database. 

 
Figure 7. Classic deep learning techniques for classification 
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Due to advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm, the best results depends on the proper selec-
tion of technique. CNN, because of its close relations to computer vision, is more suitable for image analysis. 

Evaluation is the way to explain the performance and robustness of a model. There are different eval-
uation metrics according to the type of model and the implementation plan of the model. 

Skin cancer detection is mostly evaluated by the following metrics: 
• Accuracy is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct .It indicates the percent 

ratio between the total number of correctly classified lesions and the overall number of examined le-
sions. 

• Sensitivity or Recall is the proportion of actual positive cases which are correctly identified .It is the 
percent ratio between cases that are correctly assigned as positive in comparison with the overall num-
ber of positive cases contained in the data set. 

• Specificity is the proportion of actual negative cases which are correctly identified. It is the percent 
ratio between cases correctly allocated as negative and all negative cases of the data set. 

• ROC (The Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve is a plot between the true positive rate (y-axis) 
against the false positive rate (x-axis). The Area Under the Curve (AUC) is the measure of the ability 
of a classifier to distinguish between classes and is used as a summary of the ROC curve. 

 

Material and Method 
 
For this review, I searched through the PubMed database. PubMed was screened for studies published in English 
between 2000-2021. The key words were“ AI and melanoma detection”. Search results were screened manually 
and at first, the titles were read then the abstracts. Articles were selected if they had used AI for screening or 
diagnosis of melanoma or its contributions were noted in these fields. Studies concentrating on prognosis, ther-
apy, and other skin cancers were excluded. This part was done under observation of a general practitioner. 
 

Results and Discussion 
 
At first, I found 94 article, after the first screening I chose 67 articles which, their titles and abstracts would 
match to the aim of review. In this part, I read all of them and took notes about the aim of the study, introduction, 
methods, datasets, tools, and results including strengths and limitations. According to this part, some articles 
were excluded due to their results and full text unavailability. At last I collected 53 papers for final screening. 

According to results, the first publications date back to 2004. Most papers were published between 
2016 to 2021 and the peak was in 2020 (11 publications), 2021, and 2019 (10-9 publications). 39 studies pro-
posed and presented a CAD or a part of it for early detection of melanoma, however, other 15 studies proceeded 
to survey in other aspects of AI in melanoma detection. 

All of the studies had an introduction about skin cancer focusing on malignant melanoma and had 
some brief explanations about AI and its participation in new medical world. The ISIC was mostly used as data 
set and later the Interactive Atlas of Dermatology and PH². Indubitably, many studies used dermoscopic/clinical 
images for their research. It seems that generating new data set using apps, especially prospective image data, 
can improve the accuracy of artificial intelligence frameworks.  
The biggest size of data collection was 17,302 images from the ISIC 2019 , the largest public skin lesion image 
dataset,  and the smallest number of images were 22. Almost all studies selected data sets divided in training, 
testing and/or validation set and the biggest percentage(more than 60%) belonged to training set except one 
study ,which allocated 50% of the total image dataset to each set (training and testing data sets).  

There are some limitations in applying any CAD for melanoma detection. The small size of data sets 
or samples is the biggest one. It can also cause some additional problems. Unbalanced datasets (When the 
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distribution of examples across the known classes is biased or skewed) and overfitting (when function corre-
sponds too closely to a particular set of data) can occur in small size data sets and can lead to the decrease of 
generalizability (the ability of a model to predict accurately on varied data sources not included in the model’s 
training dataset) and affect the sensitivity. Naturally, noisy images can lead to overfitting .To overcome these 
difficulties, many studies used techniques such as using data validation, regularization and augmentation. 

Lack of some relevant factors such as age, sex, skin color, various genetic risk factors for melanoma, 
patient demographics, racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds, size, site and history of lesion especially 
less common presentations and all anatomic sites are important and challenging. 

Other limitations which the studies noted are dependent on training of the users, high yield of mela-
noma due to conducting in specialized referral centers, using images of images, internet access, and resistance 
of patients to AI tools. Since most of the frameworks designed in studies were binary classes (Melanoma /Non-
melanoma or Benign lesion - Melanoma / Nevi – requiring excision / not requiring excision), their results were 
presented based on accuracy or ROCAUR, sensitivity and specificity. The highest ACC was 99% for an auto-
mated segmentation method using the U-Net and the ResNet architectures, and 98% for artificial neural net-
works (ANNs) comparatively with convolution neural networks. The least accuracy was 72.10% based on the 
verification set. Area under the ROC curve was 78.4% for Fuzzy logic techniques in Relative color blotches 
and 97% for a combination of CNN for image data combined with an artificial neural network (ANN) for 
patient’s metadata (CNN+ANN model). 

Two studies reached 100% using the Deep Ensemble foe Recognition of Malignancy and 98% sensi-
tivity for an automated approach generating imaging biomarkers.The lowest sensitivity was 67.5% for a cad 
extracting specific classification parameters.The lowest specificity was 36% for screening algorithms using 
imaging biomarkers of hyperspectral dermoscopy and an automated approach generating imaging bi-
omarkers.The highest specificity  ,99%, was reported in the first study of neural network analysis of Raman 
spectra for MM diagnosis. 

In total, comparative studies have shown similar or higher performance of artificial algorithms. Atten-
tion to physician’s and patient’s perspectives on applying the AI tools in clinical real world should be consid-
ered. Although entrance of AI in the medical field has led to an increase of diagnostic speed and triage effi-
ciency, decreasing of health care cost and patient anxiety, there are concerns about biases, safety, privacy of the 
patient and loss of the human physician-patient relationship.  

Conclusion 
 
Malignant melanoma is one of the most common types of cancer affecting humans. Traditional skin cancer 
diagnosis methods, in addition to being costly, require a professional physician and take a considerable amount 
of time. The potential of AI in clinical decision making support and image analysis has been demonstrated. 
Image recognition technology based on machine learning algorithms can classify skin cancers nearly as suc-
cessfully as human experts. 

Nowadays, especially after COVID-19 Pandemic, digital and computing systems have dramatically 
progressed. Opportunities for AI to benefit clinical researchers and the patients are steadily increasing .It is not 
unpredictable that AI will become an essential part of the digital healthcare systems that shape and support 
modern medical techniques. Therefore, it is wise to pay more attention to possible medical applications of 
AI.  This review tried to collect and summarize the endeavors for detecting melanoma using AI at a simple 
readability to be used by new researchers for background reading. By using wider collections of original re-
search papers and reviews from a various number of databases and literature search engines, more comprehen-
sive reviews of the vastly growing field of AI for melanoma detection can be created. I hope that this review 
will be of use to those seeking to enter the flow of ongoing research in AI and malignant melanoma. 
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Limitations 
 
This research faced a number of obstacles such as limited access to wider research papers and databases. In this 
way, a number of non-open access research papers and reviews could not be studied. Selecting finite keywords 
led to narrow publication search results. It is expected that using a variety of research publications (both from 
open access and non-open access resources) and more appropriate key words, this research topic can be studied 
thoroughly through different aspects. 
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